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MALAMEGI LAB ART CONTEST

Malamegi Lab is the creative laboratory of Malamegi company.

Massimo Toffolo

Massimo is a curator and designer based in Udine, Italy.
He’s the art director of Malamegi Lab. He’s
involved, as independent curator, in construction and
development of various art projects. In 2009 he
co-founded the Aps Moho association, that manages the
Malamegi Lab contests since 2014.
He has worked for numerous artistic events; as an artist
he collaborated with many galleries of contemporary art.

Through Malamegi Lab it actively supports art and artists.
“MALAMEGI LAB 11 ART CONTEST” aims to be a selection of
high-quality artworks with a contemporary visual impact. The
competition’s aim is to promote the enrolled artist, giving them
chance to join the international market of contemporary art.
This aim will be pursued by taking advantage of the opportunities that
the contest offers:
- COLLECTIVE EXHIBITION
Collective exhibition of the 12 selected artists present in this catalog
in Venice at the art space of IMAGOARS.
- COLLABORATION AGREEMENT PRIZE
Malamegi is raffling the creation of a new collection of works by the

Margherita Jedrzejewska

Margherita is an art historian and curator based between
Poland and Italy.
In 2009 she founded with Massimo Toffolo the Aps Moho
association. She’s the main editor of various websites
focused on contemporary art.

selection of one artist among the 12 finalists of the contest.
- ACQUISITION PRIZE
Malamegi Lab will acquire one among 12 final artworks. This artwork
will become part of the Malamegi Lab’s private collection.
- CASH PRIZE
At the end of the collective exhibition, to an artist among the 12
selected will be awarded a cash prize. The prize is a contribution to
the development of art and artist’s aesthetic research.
- MONOGRAPHIC CATALOGUE PRIZE
A monographic book will be dedicated to one of the finalists.
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CENTRO TRANSNAZIONALE DELLE ARTI VISIVE

associazione culturale Imagoars
Cannaregio 2805/A, 30121 - Venezia - Italia
e-mail
info@imagoars.com
web
http://www.imagoars.com
http://www.facebook.com/imagoars

IMAGOARS
Imagoars cultural association was born in 2009 thanks to a group of
artists and art enthusiasts promoting events into the sphere of Art with
the purpose of showing and promoting high-quality artistic expressions,
from painting to sculpture, from installations to performances. Its activity is aimed at enlarging the knowledge of Art and spreading it through
its different languages. Art is not seen as the pure reproduction of the
physical world nor as the devastation of our shared satisfying aesthetic
equilibrium. Instead, by proposing a new approach towards it, Imagoars
conceives it as a contribution for the growth of human sensitivity in order
to create a better quality of life inside a shared common ground, namely
a “common-city”, more opened and tolerating towards
diversity.
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IMAGOARS

CENTRO TRANSNAZIONALE DELLE ARTI VISIVE

Spazio espositivo imagoars
Cannaregio 1145, 30121 - Venezia
telephone and fax: +39 041 5206647
web: www.imagoars.com
email: staff@imagoars.com

EXHIBITION AREA
Imagoars cultural association is glad to introduce its exhibition area in
Venice, at Campo del Ghetto Vecchio. The area used to host, under the
same roof of the Spanish Synagogue, one of the latest artisan studio
devoted to “gilding”. The area is used by our team in order to exhibit and
share our passion for Art while is available for anyone interested in sharing and comparing with a new audience their research and production in
the Art field.
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12 - Alessandra Brown
18 - Alessandro Lobino
24 - Carlo D’Orta
30 - Damian Kerr
36 - Elena Rolando Perino
42 - Fabiana Succi

ARTISTS

48 - Federico Gessi
54 - Hyun Jung Ji
60 - Laura Zamboni
66 - Nicoletta Cossa
72 - Paula Machado
78 - Taha Afshar
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Alessandra Brown
Italy
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Alessandra Brown

Selected artist Malamegi LAB 11

De-generation #9
Prints on glass
70x100 cm
2018
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Alessandra Brown

Artwork description

De-generation #9
Over the past century, the Adriatic Coast has been transformed by the touristic
phenomenon, which has severely modified the landscape and deeply conditioned
people’s way of living.
By creating a dialogue between a selection of pictures shot in the same area at
different times, the identity of my family members becomes intertwined with
apparently strange objects produced by tourism. It is a metaphor representing
the process of this phenomenon and how we can’t escape both the physical and
psychological effects of what we engage with.
The result is a minimalist narrative imbued with a sense of eternal await,
represented by a series of photographic “montages”: this term, which is different
from “collage”, suggests the existence of the extra dimension of time, which can
be bent, shrunk and condensed.

I was born in the UK in 1992 and I’ve lived in Bologna since 2010. I have a BA in History (University of
Bologna, 2013) and an MA in History and Philosophy of Art (University of Kent, 2014).
I then decided to start an MA in Visual Arts at the Academy of Fine Arts of Bologna and finished in 2018.
The exploration of fading memories and the effects of time and truth are key elements in my artistic
process. Notions of lost meaning and recomposition of an elusive identity are central to the narratives that
I use. In the way I explore history and in my choice of media, the outcome is nostalgic yet unsentimental.
In my recent projects I have used a combination of digital processes, photography, painting and found
objects to create installations and montages, which reflect my investigations.
Exhibitions
2018
Sedimenti, Sala del Torrione, Castelnuovo Rangone (MO), curated by Luca Caccioni and Alessandro Mescoli.
2018
Mostra finalisti Premio Nazionale delle Arti, Oratorio dei Bianchi, Palermo (PA).
2018
Ai Piani Intimi, Spazio Lavì, Bologna, curated by Luca Cacconi and Irene Fenara.
2018
Sospensioni, SottoSuolo, Bologna.
2017
PLAYING SCENIC, Pinacoteca Nazionale di Bologna, curated by Carmen Lorenzetti.
2017
Uno per uno, Academy of Fine Arts, Bologna, curated by Luca Caccioni.
2016
Evocare, Academy of Fine Arts, Bologna, curated by Luca Caccioni.
Work experience and Internships
2018 – present
I’ve been running an exhibition space called SottoSuolo (Bologna, Italy) with three other artists.
2018 – present
Internship at Adiacenze, an experimental art gallery based in Bologna, Italy.
Summer 2017
Assistant to photographer Maurizio Montagna.
Summer 2016
Assistant to sculptor Umberto Corsucci.
Workshops
2017
“Exhibition painting at SCENIC CITY”, workshop with Paolo Chiasera, Academy of Fine Arts, Bologna, Italy.
2016
“Artista e gallerista”, workshop with the gallery owner Giuseppe Lufrano, OTTO Gallery, Bologna, Italy.
2016
“Plûtot la Vie, Plûtot la Ville, Workshop with Dörte Meyer”, Academy of Fine Arts, Bologna, Italy.
Prizes
2018
“Premio Nazionale delle Arti”, finalist, photography section.
2016
Selected for the Roberto Daolio Prize.

alessandrabrown.com
alessandra.brown24@gmail.com
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Alessandro Lobino
Italy
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Alessandro Lobino

Selected artist Malamegi LAB 11

l’Ostia

Bread, iron and epoxy resin on MDF.
30x30x13 cm - Weight 2 Kg
2015
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Alessandro Lobino

Artwork description

L’Ostia
As amber becomes eternal keeper for insects, resin incorporates and fixes
metamorphosis of a tradition that crumbles.
The staff that resumes the inorganic making proliferate in my mind of the worries
in the form of flour moths, tiny moths that would have devoured the my tradition,
bread. My work is the synthesis of my identity, a temporal fraction, a freezing of
contemporaneity.
I need to set a precise moment that is realized through the merger of two opposing
and different materials for nature and tradition.
Crumbs and pieces of bread are my palette that become the traditional element,
historical and religious, which tells all my childhood and the link with my land.
Memories linked to a young age, of moments spent reflecting on disturbances of
unbearable insects that now recall the voices of memories passed to hide and hide
to protect me, hoping for faith.

My work is my identity synthesis, a temporal section, a chilling of Contemporaneity.
I need to fix a precise moment that gets concrete through the melting of two matters, opposed and different
for nature and traditions. My palette are bread crumbs and chunks that become traditional as well as
historical and religious element, a palette that from organic gets into being inorganic and that tells all my
childhood, the union between me and my native land. The resin, now crystalline then muddy, is the current
element that incorporates and atttends that bread as a precious fossil, a remain keeping my identity. The
result is the transparency and the sincerity of an icon that includes and closes indented continents,
polygonal corings, impossible sections.
Born in Torino in 1975, Alessandro Lobino lives and works in Budoni (Sassari), Sardinia.
After graduating from the University of Sassari, he obtained the qualifications for teaching and since 2004
he has been teaching History of Art at the Scientific High School in Olbia.
He began his artistic career in the early 90s as a painter. He elaborates a poetics focused on the
manipulation and transformation of materials. He moves away from the classical tradition and approaches
an experimentation with materials. From the early 2000s his artistic language has been expressing through
the use of two different materials: bread and resin. From bread and resin FREEZING comes to life.
FREEZING, later, becomes “contemporary fossils”, marine and land “carotaggi” that represent the
contemporaneity. Lobino’s works are part of foreign private collections.

COLLECTIVE EXHIBITIONS
2018 - Finalista Art Prize contest art MALAGEMI Lab .11 -VENICE
2018 - Suitcase Project: Art travels in suitcase. Rizzzato Space - Merano Vicentino
2018 - Suitcase Project: The art travels in a suitcase. Spazio Serra .MILANO
2018 - PARATISSIMA XIV - FEELING DIFFERENT - Future looks on past Worlds - Torino
2018 - Conteporary Fossils Temporary Gallery - Budoni
2018 - Vortexes! Looks of Women THE NATURE ART GALLERY - Porto Cervo
2018 - Beyond the PARATISSIMA island - Cagliari
2018 - Through The Black Mirror PARATISSIMA - art Photo fair - Milan
2018 - PARATISSIMA - NIGHT-TIME ANIMALS - the dark side of life - Bologna
2017 - THE NATURE ART GALLERY- Christie’s internetional real estate -Immobilsarda - MILAN
2017 - Art in Porto -THE NATURE ART GLLERY- Christie’s internetional real estate -PORTOCERVO
2013 - ARTISTIC / IN-DIFFERENTIATED INSTALLATION .Budoni-ITALY
2004 - Overture under thirty fine art- Galleria V.Stoppioni, Museum M. Moreni
2002 - ART AND BUSINESSES - 1st JURY PRIZE Youth & Artists, CCIIA Sassari
2002 - Critics Award Competition naional painting of young artists -GAETANO MORGESE “TERLIZZI (BARI).
2001 - “SIGNS IN-FORMAZIONE” teaching of woodcut in Sardinia between continuity and innovation. Curated by Mena Stelitano.
2000 - “NATIONAL PRIZE for painting FOR YOUNG ARTISTS” GAETANO MORGESE “TERLIZZI (BARI).
ARTISTIC RESIDENCE
2004 - Overture under thirty fine art - Galleria V.Stoppioni, Museo M. Moreni - Selected for the Roberto Daolio Prize.
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Carlo D’Orta
Italy
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Carlo D’Orta

Selected artist Malamegi LAB 11

Roma Eur # 28 (project: Biocities)

Digital photography, UV Flatbed Print on plexiglass plate 0,3 cm
with dibond plate on the background - Edition 3/3
80x120 cm
2012
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Carlo D’Orta

Artwork description

Roma Eur # 28 (project: Biocities)
This photograph is part of my “Biocities” series, which extracts abstract
geometrical images from the architectural reality, focusing the lens on particular
perspectives, details or intertwining structures. In this shot, the image is the result
of the perspective merger of a detail of the sculpture in the center of the courtyard
and the main wall of the IMI building (now DeA Capitale RE) on Viale dell’Arte in
the EUR district in Rome, as it appeared in 2012, entirely covered with metallic
corrugated due to renovations.
The work is part of my research dedicated to 80 years of architecture of the
Roman district of EUR, translated in 2018 in my personal exhibition “EUR 42/Today. Different visions”, exposed at first in the Central State Archives Museum in
Rome (May/June), then in the Orbetello Photography Festival (July), and finally at
the Art Gallery of IPSAR-Portuguese Institut of S.Antonio (November) in the center
of Rome.

Carlo D’Orta (Florence 1955). Traveler and photographer for over 40 years, from 2003 to 2012 he attended
courses in painting and contemporary art at the Rome University of Fine Arts and a master in photography
at European Institut of Design (IED) in Milano. His photographic vision changes completely. He abandons
the documentary approach and try shots that tend towards abstraction, or tinged with metaphysical/surrealist vision.
He favors the architecture, focusing on geometries, lines and decontextualization of details (series “Biocities” and “Geometry Still Life”) or on abstract deformations produced by reflections of skycrapers glass
windows (series “Vibrations”). Starting from photography, he creates also installations and sculptures in
plexiglass, glass or painted steel that he calls “(De)Compositions.”
Since 2010 he had personal exhibitions in public and private galleries and in art fairs in the main Italian
cities (Roma, Milano, Bologna, Venezia) and in european cities (Paris, Bruxelles, Berlin, Munich, Stuttgart
and others). In 2013 he had his first personal museal exhibition (“Biology of the Inorganic”) in the contemporary art museum Palazzo Collicola of Spoleto (Italy). In 2015 he had a solo exhibition (“Beyond the Lens”)
in the museal Officina delle Zattere in Venezia, during the Biennal of Contemporary Art. In january 2017 he
had a one day solo exhibition (“Italian Vibrations”) in the National Museum of Singapore and in june and july
2017 the the same exhibition was revived by the Bruno Art Group Gallery of Singapore. In may/june 2018
he had an important solo exibition, titled “80 years of the Eur district. Different visions”, in the Museum of
Central State Archive in Rome, that had many visitors (about 2400 in 2 month) and articles and interviews
on most important italian newspapers (Corriere della Sera, La Repubblica) and on art magazines (Artribune,
Exibart, Art&Law, InsideArt).
His artworks are in many important public and private collections, as the Bank of Italy, Italian Chamber of
Deputies, Architektenkammer Baden-Wurttemberg (Germany), Justice Palace in Milano, Contemporary Art
Museum of Spoleto, Italian Institut of Culture of New York, Italian General Consulate of New York, LUISS
University (Rome), Malerba Photography Foundation (Milano) and others.
He has been winner or finalist in many art prize, as Sony World Photography Award, Satura International
Contest, Combat Prize, Malamegi Prize, Celeste Prize, and others.

More information on www.carlodortaarte.it

He has his personal Art Study in Piazza Crati 14, 00199 Roma (Italy).
Reference galleries: Romberg Contemporary Art (Latina), Honos Art Gallery (Roma), Poli Art Contemporary
(Milano and Rovereto), Alidem (Milano), Studio Uno Gallery (Avezzano), Bruno Gallery (Singapore).
Web site: www.carlodortaarte.it
Email: carlo.dorta@fastwebnet.it
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Damian Kerr
New Zealand
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Damian Kerr

Selected artist Malamegi LAB 11

Family Portrait
Oil in Canvas
75x75 cm
2018
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Damian Kerr

Artwork description

Family Portrait
‘Family Portrait’ is a collection of little stories about three figures, a child and his
parents.
The triangle composition has been used in art for centuries to show harmony and
hierarchy. Here it is inverted, with the child in the foreground with everyone is
heading in different directions.
The distortions shawl the mother in light. She has become an idealised Madonna
while a fourth figure begins to resolve before her. Perhaps she has a choice and
we can see her conflict. The father is less distorted like he is already half gone
/ out of place. The child is both unaware and at once hyper-aware appearing to
carry more weight than the green school bag on his back.
But that’s all under the surface.
Maybe it’s just three people walking in the park.

My waterworld series is a reaction to climate change. It is a place that exists in the gap we create when we
pretend nothing is happening.
I spent the past year painting a series of polluted and industrial waterways. I wanted to raise awareness of
them and show that they were just as pretty in the sunlight as any other water. These were in demand and
I did many large commissions. I’m not sure everyone realised what they were actually looking at. It was a
little subversive putting a polluted waterway in the main reception of a building.
When you look at water, mostly you see a scattered reflection of the world with only brief glimpse at what
lies under the water surface. I started wondering what would happen if this same filter was imposed over
the dry world. Would the scattered distortions of this ‘waterworld’ also provide a brief glimpse into a deeper
story? In that way, I went from painting polluted waterways to relationships.
These paintings are smaller and more intimate. Everything is fluid, like seeing the world through a wet
window. Here I can tell simple stories and let the monumental impact of what’s happening to the world,
add the weight.
The biggest impact of climate change is on the family.

Damian Kerr is a New Zealand based artist who creates contemporary landscapes and figurative works that
explore a relationship to water and a focus on environmental concerns.

Damian began exhibiting in November 2017. His gallery work is in high demand and now hangs in private
collections in New Zealand, Australia, China and London. He has undertaken several recent large commissions including the atrium centrepiece for Sir Russell Coutt’s building in Auckland New Zealand. Malamegi
Lab11 is the first public showing of a work from his new Waterworld series which will be the theme of his
next solo exhibition in Melbourne Australia in 2019.
March 2018: ‘Seize the Light’ Black Door Gallery, Auckland New Zealand
October 2018: ‘Whisper & Shout’ Black Door Gallery, Auckland New Zealand
January 2019: ‘Malamegi Lab11 – Final group exhibition Imagoars Centro Transnazionale Delle Arti Visive, Venice Italy
2018 Commissions:

February 2018: ‘Money or the Bag’ For Canon Building. Private collection of R Coutts.
May 2018; “Ship Shape’ Private collection of G&A Fox
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Elena Rolando Perino
Italy
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Elena Rolando Perino

Selected artist Malamegi LAB 11

BEYOND ME – Anna
Mixed media – paper cut
60x65 cm
2018
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Elena Rolando Perino

Artwork description

BEYOND ME – Anna

Elena Rolando Perino was born in Turin (Italy) in 1985.

“Beyond me” analyzes everybody’s unconscious Divided into many levels, we
decide to draw on the roles according to our temporary feelings.
It is also the story of a non-stop evolution leading us, every single day, to be
something different from the day before.
“Beyond me” symbolizes that constant journey in the pursuit of a being that is
already inside of us. Despite the fears, the masks and the retouchings.
The man as mutable container of his own life.

Since she was young, she had developed a strong interest towards the arts, which lead to her enrollment in
Felice Faccio Art School in Castellamonte (Turin).
At the beginning, she did not find the courage to express her artistic self, constantly feeling out of place,
almost like she was living her own life like an outside observer, hindered by barriers preventing her to
become the real protagonist of her story. However, it was during this troubled situation that she came in
contact with photography, in 2007. She created a Flickr account and unfolded herself by connecting songs,
poetry and quotes to her photographs.
Her first works were a tribute to Prèvert: little stick figures drawn with a ball-point pen relating life’s
simplicity with a single stroke, ink lines that her pen would have not been able to elaborate anymore.
Her pieces were displayed in numerous events, in collaboration with a local artistic organization.
One of her pictures was published on Freshcut.it.
Following a bereavement in her family and a setback in the artistic field, she abandoned her creative
journey and got lost following unfamiliar paths. Until, after her second maternity, her will and courage to
express herself exploded once again. Her resolve to show her children we are the makers of our future
encouraged her to study materials and shapes, collect ideas, committing herself to the paper cut and
collage techniques, and discovering how all these styles mixed together allow her to explain life and its
imperfections and fears. Its dreams, its echoes and moments.
2018 – Collective Exhibition “ Feeling different” Paratissima Torino
Nowadays, Elena constantly works, experiments and dedicates herself to her pieces.
Teasn.rp@gmail.com
teasn.jimdosite.com
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Fabiana Succi
Italy
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Fabiana Succi

Selected artist Malamegi LAB 11

Friends (project: Sand days)
Photography
40x60 cm
2017
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Fabiana SuccI

Artwork description

Friends (project: Sand days)
Discovery: flea market of Prague’s suburbs, July 1st 2017
Back to the beach: protected dune in Punta Marina - Ravenna, August 16th 2017
This project started from a discovery: one morning in July 2017, in a flea market
of Prague’s suburbs, I found inside a box five ancient photos, presumably from the
50s, taken on the beach. Two of these portray the same girls camping at Balaton
lake. The remaining three photos portray women on the beach, taken by the hand
of a very good photographer. They are format specimens, very small, and transmit
a lot of poetry.
Finding them is already an emotion.
I decided to take those pictures back to the beach, to bring them back to life or to
live once again that moment after so many years. I looked for beaches similar to
those in the photos and gave them new life. The greatest emotion is the journey I
made to the beach I chose. I pay full attention to each photo. Each photograph has
its own appointment with the beach.
The shot closes a circle.
It is a return, one of the many returns that the beach sees every year, in every season, on every day, in a methodical way. Like the tide, the beach too has a regularity in welcoming people: it fills and comes alive to empty itself, and reanimate itself
again the following day.
I like the idea of resetting the dimension of time.
After the first discovery in Prague, I am continuing my search for pictures that strike me, always on the beach and always taken during those years. With every one
of these pictures I repeat the ritual of the ‘new life’, creating a series.
The project is a work in progress.

I have been keen on photography for years and since 2015 in particular I have been focusing on a type of
contemporary, conceptual and narrative photography. I really like to experiment and make new experiences
in photography and art. In my photographic projects I search for poetry, and my goal is to transmit it.
I live in Ravenna and my job is to be a communications manager. I like travelling, news, changes, and
knowing what I have not seen yet.
For over 10 years I have been taking part in a contemporary dance group.
solo exhibitions
2018-11 project Sand Days at Festival Photolux Lucca Off November 17th - December 2nd
2018-10 project Sand Days at Festival fotografia etica Lodi Off October 6 - 28th
2018-01 “My biggest breath”, at my home
collective exhibitions
2018-10 “Travelers”, Blank Wall Gallery Athens Greece
2018-09 Si Fest Savignano contest Instagram “Identity”
2018-08 “The found object”, Praxis Gallery & Fotografics Arts Center Minneapolis - Minnesota: 30 selected artists, directors choice and
winner of “Best series” award to project Sand Days
2018-08 “Salt and brackish” at Battigia42 bathouse, curator Luca Concas
2018-06 “La Salina di Cervia si racconta”, MUSA Museo del Sale di Cervia
2018-06 “Viaggio in periferia”, Darkroom Gallery Bologna
2018-05 “La bellezza vissuta”, Casa di Riposo “Baccarini” Russi Ravenna
2018-04 “Donne in libertà”, Pegognaga Mantova
2017-10 “Back to the origins” Palazzo Rasponi 2 Ravenna (my project named “Back to the nature”, 10 photos and 1 installation)
2017 “Coprimi di luce”, Darsena Pop Up, Instagramers Ravenna
2016-04 “The city out of my window” curated by Silvia Bigi, Lilith Studio Gallery Ravenna
awards
2018 director choice and “Best series” award to my project “Sand Days” at Praxis Gallery & Fotografics Arts Center in Minneapolis, 30
selected artists, 4 awarded artists
books
2018 collective book “Origine” Percorsi Fotosensibili Edition, 16 artists
2017 self-produced catalog of the exhibition “Back to the origins”
2017 “Secam se” book in 10 numbered copies dedicated to 6 trips to the Balkans
education
2018 fotoreportage wokshop by Sergio Ramazzotti, Palazzo Rasponi 2 Ravenna
2018 “Origin” Silvia Bigi Education
2018 “Ho_me” online laboratory, Silvia Bigi Education
2017 Anatomie, Percorsi Fotosensibili
2017 “Il progetto fotografico” workshop, Silvia Bigi Education
2017 “The missing picture” laboratory, Silvia Bigi Education
2017 portrait workshop, Silvia Bigi Education
2016-2017 Travel photography workshop, Silvia Bigi, Lilith Studio Gallery Ravenna
2016 “Intersum” workshops, Lilith Studio Gallery Ravenna
2016 Anatomie, Silvia Bigi, Lilith Studio Gallery Ravenna
2016 “Suburbs” laboratori, Silvia Bigi, Lilith Studio Gallery Ravenna
2016 “Home. L’incredibile quotidiano”, Silvia Bigi, Lilith Studio Gallery Ravenna
2015 “Molto più di un semplice corso di fotografia”, Silvia Bigi, Lilith Studio Gallery Ravenna

fabianasucci@gmail.com
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Federico Gessi
Italy
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Federico Gessi

Selected artist Malamegi LAB 11

Strutturazione CIX - L.B.

Polished Graphite Gray marble honed with magnesite stones, enamel-painted steel.
53x53x15 cm
2018
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Federico Gessi

Artwork description

Strutturazione CIX - L.B.
There is always a central idea. Because even the veins of the marble, so
irregular and natural, follow their own path, their logic. And they come into
contact with the artificial line that is going to affect the stone. In a perfect
relationship between purity and artifice. These are more immediate works,
but also the most complex to read because you have to get close to follow
the lines and appreciate the shine of marble and that of steel.
Three distinct elements, but united by the idea and the concept, in which the
color is a further brushstroke of light capable of illuminating the whole work.
A research made with dark shades given by two different materials that light
up thanks to the fluorescence of the line that unites them ideally.

Federico Gessi, an engineer and sculptor. He was born, in 1973, and he grew up in Pesaro, the city of the
Great Sphere, a masterpiece by Arnaldo Pomodoro, and he made this work the symbol of his passion for
art and design. The kind of passion that led him to undertake academic studies at the Università Politecnica
delle Marche in 1992.
His constant hunger for knowledge drove him to travel all over Europe, looking for some inspiration, he has
visited museums and galleries and closely observed the great modern and contemporary architecture; in
the autumn of 1996 he decided to spend few months in Paris to study at Le Corbusier Foundation. On his
return to Italy, driven by an incredible inner expressive energy that demands to be communicated, he began
painting assiduously with synthetic enamels. At the same time, he attended the artisan workshops
of carpenters, blacksmiths and painters, friends of his father.
Underneath his connection with art, there is the steady research for the expressiveness that every material
can convey, especially when shaped according to dynamic lines or opposed to others according to
“reasoned” provisions. Federico Gessi defines his art as “a ceaseless pursuit of wonder”: through the
manipulation of simple materials as marble, wood, stone and different types of metals and synthetic
materials, he accomplish merging, through a sort of alchemical process, the assembly of geometric shapes
and the frugal use of colors. This fusion studied in details, allows Gessi to develop items of strong identity.
Over the years he took part in numerous exhibitions and group exhibitions organized in both private and
public spaces. In 2006 he customized, with the artwork Strutturazione XLVIII, the Alexander Museum Palace
Hotel’s lift in Pesaro, in which they are present works by Enzo Cucchi, Gino Marotta, Mimmo Paladino,
Arnaldo and Giò Pomodoro. In 2018 he was finalist of the significant Arte Award (Mondadori Cairo Editore),
exhibiting at the Palazzo Reale in Milan, and of the historical Marche Prize, the famous Biennial of
Contemporary Art which since 1957 is pleased to welcome the contribution of almost all the greatest artists
of the late twentieth century as Alberto Burri, Giuseppe Capogrossi, Eliseo Mattiacci, Gino Severini, Mario
Sironi, Valeriano Trubbiani.
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Hyun Jung Ji
South Korea
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Hyun Jung Ji

Selected artist Malamegi LAB 11

Quiet Children
Gouache on paper
38x56 cm
2018
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Hyun Jung Ji

Artwork description

Quiet Children

Hyun Jung Ji, born in South Korea, now currently lives and practices as a professional painter in Los
Angeles, California.

This work is inspired by my childhood. At the age of 10, I was sent alone to New
Zealand and went to local elementary school. I don’t have any friends and family
there. It shows my hardest times owing to the absence of my family and friends,
my loneliness, racial discrimination and linguistic barrier.

She gained formal training as a painter at the Art Centre College of Design in Pasadena, CA where she
began to develop her unique illustrative style and meticulous approach to painting.
Hyun’s works are inspired by her childhood. Her painting plays a role as a medium to connect herself of the
past with herself of the present. She faces the inner chaos that lies most deeply in her memory to confront
the avoided trauma. She produces engaging narratives populated by multiple figures of herself. Her works
evoke a sense of fantasy and the subconscious.
Through my artwork I observe and attempt to understand the relationships between my current and past
timelines— contemplating the figures of my many selves. My paintings feature children who look like my
childhood self, creating a looking glass in which to view what I see as a fluid and ever-changing thing. From
looking at the past as an outsider I can recollect and reinterpret what was once oblivious to me.
The river of memory flows through each piece, and my process allows me to dive deep into my
consciousness; facing dark emotions and chaos that lurks below. Only by encountering these memories
do I feel a closer understanding of who I truly am.
Faceless children are representative of an emotional shield, with hidden thoughts. Ambiguous and neutral,
these figures embrace the colorful flows of time without resistance. My childhood self worked hard not to
feel these emotions— fear, loneliness, discrimination, absence. Hidden in memories are the sufferings of
the past. As I revive them through art, they become the building blocks and fuel that upholds my current
self. The narratives I paint hold all of the hardships I carried, no longer the subject of flight but rather a
newfound reason for being.
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Laura Zamboni
Italy
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Laura Zamboni

Selected artist Malamegi LAB 11

Fisionomie e silenzi padani

Fine art certified Photo Rag, ink pigment print on parchment paper – Edition 1/20 + I p.a.
72x48 cm
2017
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Laura Zamboni

Artwork description

Fisionomie e silenzi padani

Born in 1983 in Soave, near Verona, Laura is a professional architect. She studied Architecture at the
Polytechnic of Milan, where she obtained a master’s degree in April 2008.

The artwork is part of a still open project that investigates the spaces,
the relationships between the elements stripped of their function and their
concreteness.

Since that, until 2014, she collaborates with the teaching staff at the Politecnico di Milano, first in the Design
Laboratorys and then in urban planning within the Urban Design and Landscape Lab with Prof. Giancarlo
Consonni as tutor and co-examiner of thesis. Since 2009 she has worked as a freelancer as “Laura
Zamboni ARCHITETTO”, also collaborating with other architectural firms.

The Fog leads the mind into a process of abstraction - material and temporal
abstraction - in a sort of suspension whose protagonists are the elements of the
composition without any function.
What matters is the physiognomy of the spaces, the set of elements that emerge
from a muffled atmosphere, “clean” from what is not essential.

She has always been passionate about photography, she follows several photography courses, especially
during her university studies she attends the course of “Photography of Architecture” held by the
photographer Marco Introini.
She is interested in landscape and architecture photography with particular attention to the compositional
relationships between landscape elements, natural or artificial, that photography records, and the lighting
conditions that modify their perception.
In her photographic works she investigates the nature of the subjects, also declared through the
relationship with the context, trying to highlight it with clear and essential images

The elements that express the character of the place are exalted because they are
abstracted, detached from reality, returned in their essence. The mean that let us
reach the abstraction, the fog, is itself part characterizing the place, the Po Valley:
it is therefore an abstraction strongly rooted in the place.
And the silence of this image, as the whole series that compose the project, helps
to capture the soul of the spaces, undisturbed.
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Italy
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Nicoletta Cossa
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The Death (project: The Red Fears)
Analog Photography – Redscale Color Film
20x30 cm
2017
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Nicoletta Cossa

Artwork description

The Death (project: The Red Fears)
In 2017 I perceived a desire to experiment, to generate something different, to
abandon the pursuit of perfection, homologation and clarity of the digital image for
a return to analog techniques focusing in particular on film with different cameras
of the 60s / 70s / 80s and on Polaroid. From this desire to return to the past comes
a series of images taken with a 1970 Rollei A110, a tiny car with a metal body and
Carl Zeiss lenses that features a 110-size cartridge, a few years ago back in
production after a long oblivion. The film is a negative redscale one; eventually it
becomes my favorite film, a film that gives a strong blood and dramatic impact to
images that are slightly grainy, rough, imperfect but at the same time warm,
engaging, dramatic. The pattern of the film gives the photo an appearance similar
to the canvas, similar to a painting, reminding in some ways the Early Twentieth
century Pictorialism. The images have in common symbolic figures that reflect
the fears of our times. Purposely faceless, the protagonists personify what we
see every day but we do not know deeply and that often frightens us.
The analogical images were finally processed digitally only for the purpose of
correction of light, saturation, etc., no photo manipulation was made.

Born in Vercelli in 1976, graduated in 2002 in Foreign Languages and Literature, Mass Communications. I
became immediately interested in mental health issues, psychological problems and especially the image
that is given by the media of the people who suffer from them. Then I deepened the representation of the
suffering or wounded body, in particular the female body. Fascinated by analog photography I made
several series with Polaroid and analogue cameras. My Polaroids have been published in 2 volumes of
Polaroid Selections in 2017. After a Master in Design & Image with Oliviero Toscani I also work with digital
cameras developing more and more my interest in staged photography, which culminates with a workshop
with Guia Besana at Photolux 2018 in Lucca. I have been part of several collective exhibitions collaborating
in Italy with Artisti Italiani exhibiting in Catania and Genova, and abroad with Feature Shoot exposing in
2018 at the Root Gallery in Manhattan, New York. My photos have been published in 2 volumes of Light
Journal, New York, in 2017 and 2018.
Awards:
· Borghi d’Italia Winner, National Award – Photo Friends Bellagio, Bellagio 2016
· InGrandiMenti Winner, National Award – A.I.TE.R.P. Emilia Romagna, Modena 2016
· Ginko Art Award Winner, International Award – Spazio Ginko, Roma 2016
· Artènsile Finalist, National Award – Canese Dante srl, S. Stefano di Magra 2016
· Racconta una storia Finalist, National Award – Gruppo fotografico Calizzano e Alta Valle Bormida, Calizzano 2016
· Liberi sguardi Honorable Mention, National Award – Associazione Bondeko, Civate 2016
· The Golden Hours Winner, International Award – Cultural Center of Cape Cod, Cape Cod (USA) 2018
Collective Exhibitions:
· Artènsile @ Nova Ex Ceramica Vaccari, Santo Stefano di Magra 2016
· Art Rome – Autumn Session @ Flyer Art Gallery, Roma 2016
· Racconta una storia @ Le Ciminiere, Calizzano 2016
· Ginko Art Award @ Spazio Ginko, Roma 2017
· World Wide Art Show @ Caelum Gallery, New York (USA) 2017
· Mondovì Photo @ Antico Palazzo di città, Mondovì Piazza 2017
· Il vizio dell’errore II-Artisti Italiani @ Sala Messina, Giarre 2017
· ISO 600 on the Spot @ Nero La Factory, Pescara 2018
· Fragile-Handle with care III-Artisti Italiani @ Palazzo della Commenda di Pré, Genova 2018
· Holiday Exhibition @ Root Gallery, New York (USA) 2018
Collective Publications:
· Polaroiders Selection #5 «Special Edition», March 2017
· Polaroiders Selection #6 «This Is Me», May 2017
· Light Journal, New York – Issue 03 «Solitude», Summer 2017
· Light Journal, New York – Issue 08 «Muse», Spring 2018
Education:
· Universita’ del Piemonte Orientale Graduated in Modern Foreign Languages and Literatures, English and French, Major in Mass
Communication @ Vercelli (2002)
· Universita’ Popolare Vercelli Photography Base Course @ Vercelli (2013)

nicoletta.cossa.76@gmail.com
http://nicolettacossa.jimdo.com
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Paula Machado
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Faithful Copy

Fast printing on photographic paper
15x20 cm (20 copies)
2017
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Paula Machado

Artwork description

Faithful Copy
Truth is-was a valuable product of the last centuries. It was born with Socrates,
was refined by Plato and applied to Logic by Aristotle. Truth creates a logic of
exclusion and, as byproducts, the beautiful, the right, the ideal, the logical and the
science. As a result of this mechanism, the logic of power is structured. Whoever
possesses truth has power.
What I want to discuss in this research is how the image contributes to the
scientific discourse of truth-power.
The photographic camera, iconographic daughter of the discoveries of the
Renaissance, is a device that plays with the mathematical logic. Flusser, in his
book The Philosophy of the Black Box, brings the photographer as a simple
player, someone who plays with a limited number of possibilities already
inscribed in the system.
The work is inspired by the film of the same name by Abbas K. Released in 2010,
the director discusses in the film the value that a copy adds to the original. The
acclaimed Iranian director goes to the radiating center of this image culture in the
West (Italy, replete with religious art, Renaissance religious frescoes and
Christian icons everywhere in small chapels, churches and antique shops) to
reflect on philosophical problems which involve the images that surround us
and our perception of them. And perhaps more than that: to show how we were
seduced by the illusion.

Ana Paula Braga Machado (Paula Machado)
Paula Machado is a visual artist, independent researcher and cultural producer. She was born in
Goiânia, Goiás, and currently lives in Bauru, in the interior of São Paulo, Brazil. She holds a
degree in Journalism from UNESP of Bauru and a Specialization in Image, Management and
Contemporary Culture from CEI Madalena de São Paulo, coordinated by artist and cultural
producer Iatã Cannabrava. Currently works with research in “Art and Image” within an independent
study group. Her studies are about art and power, curatorship and validation mechanisms of art.
Also researches the curatorial axis of Mário Pedrosa and Brazilian art of the 60s and 70s. She has
eight years of mediation and transmission of photographic techniques, editing, treatment and
manipulation tools. She currently works in his own studio, where he teaches art and photography
courses. It also guides projects for undergraduate and graduate students. She also idealized the
NEF, Center for Studies in Photography, approved by the Law of Stimulus of Bauru and continues
in its second year of operation, moving more than 1,200 people per edition.
Collective Exhibitions
Simultaneous Visuality, Municipal Theater of Bauru. 2018
Me, Daphne. Pinacoteca Casa Ponce Paz, Bauru, 2017
Individual exhibitions
Beyond the Visible. Sesc Bauru, 2014
Interviews
Me, Daphne. Creation process.
https://goo.gl/xjnvwy
Silhouettes - interview
https://goo.gl/wbQBGF

paula.mchado@gmail.com

They are twenty images in 15x20, framed in aluminum bronze of 1cm of width
and are presented side by side, composing 5 images in the horizontal by 4 in the
vertical.
The result of the assembly is a panel with twenty different equal impressions. It’s
the same image - same file, treatment, output - printed on different machines.
The result of this procedure was revealing: in each machine, the image was
printed with a unique aesthetic. There are variations in tone, color, contrast,
sharpness, saturation and framing, as some machines have cut out of proportion.
Technology subverts its role of producing a systematic environment and unmasks
what it promises itself: precision, control, standard.
There is no true copy because there is no original copy.
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Taha Afshar

Selected artist Malamegi LAB 11

Pale, Purple Garden
Silkscreen on canvas
110x110 cm
2017
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Born in Winchester (1983 – ), England, he studied Art and History
of Art at Winchester College. From a young age he exhibited in
local galleries, where he also gained awards. He graduated from
University College London with a degree in Economics, followed
by a PhD. from the London School of Economics.
Recent landscape paintings have drawn inspiration from Nordic
landscapes, where he visits to paint. In a 2015 interview, Afshar
makes reference to the acutely self-reFlective nature of his work,
citing a certain proximity to surrealist techniques of automatic
writing. Layers of lived experience are literally woven into one
another here: the harmony of landscapes scenes occasionally
interrupted by handwritten text.
This almost alchemical translation of human subjectivity onto the
canvas carries with it an unavoidable sense of existential
contemplation, calling forth the spirit of work by Giacometti just as
clearly as it references Turner’s elemental aesthetic or Monet’s temporally sequential series of works. In
fact, it seems the decision to paint at intervals throughout the day corresponds as much here to the
documentation of lived experience as it does the Fluctuation of light over a landscape. He writes: “The
process is key. The heightened sense of openness to all stimuli, both internal and external, facilitates an
ultimately positive spiritually transformation. That is why I paint and sculpt.”
He currently works from his studio in Hampshire, England.

Taha Afshar

Artwork description

Pale, Purple Garden
Taha Afshar’s work captures the delicate tension between the objective and the
subjective, the particular and the universal, the momentary and the timeless.
For Afshar, the process of painting seemingly operates as a form of meditation,
where meaning is generated through the durational practice of working itself.
Finished images thus reFlect the thickness of human experience and sense
perception, building layers of meaning into a single unique scene.

SELECTED EXHIBITIONS
2018 Present, Perfect, Continuous, Zverev Contemporary Art Centre, Moscow, Russia.
We Contemporary Art Show, Museum of Jobs Foundation, Palermo, Italy.
Singularity of Peace, Group show, Uthink Creative, London.
Letting Light In, Solo Exhibition, Minster Gallery, September, Winchester.
Artsdepot, Group show, London.
Hampshire Open Studios, Hampshire.
Fascination of World Art and Colour, “Kulturbunker”, Cultural Center CologneMülheim, Cologne (March), Weißenthurm (April) and Kobern-Gondorf Town Halls
(May), Germany.
2017 Garden of Mystery: 700th Anniversary exhibition. Group show, featuring works by
Monir Farmanfarmaian and Y.Z. Kami. In collaboration with the Gagosian Gallery,
The Third Line Gallery, and Rose Issa Projects. Asia House, November, London.
Letting Light In, Solo show, Foyer at Asia House, May, London.
Vices and Virtues, Group show, Notes Gallery, April, Southampton.
Solent Faces, Group Show, Solent Showcase Gallery, February, Southampton.
Swedish Landscapes, Group show, Minster Gallery, September, Winchester.
2017 Gala Auction Items, Farhang Foundation, Los Angeles.
2016 Spring Show, Group Show, Cadogan Contemporary, April, London.
New English Art Club, Annual Exhibition, Mall Galleries, June, London.
Green and Pleasant Land, Group Show, Jonathan Cooper Gallery, Park Walk, July, London.
Swedish Landscapes, Group Show, Minster Gallery, September, Winchester.
2002 Tuscan Landscapes, Angelus Gallery, July, Winchester.
2001 Autumn show, Bell Fine Arts, Winchester.
2000 Maltby Art Gallery, Winchester
PRIZES & AWARDS
2018 Royal Society of Marine Artists, Shortlisted.
Sunny Art Prize, Shortlisted.
Artsdepot, Shortlisted.
Seascapes Art Exhibition, Special Merit Category.
2017 Nature Art Award, Special Recognition Artist, painting category.
Palm Art Award, Nominee.
National Open Arts, Shortlisted.
Royal Society of Marine Artists, Shortlisted.
2016 New English Art Club, shortlisted.
2001 Awarded Drew Art Travel Scholarship, Winchester College.
2000 Maltby Young Artist prize, Winchester.
SELECTED PUBLICATIONS
2018 Letting Light In, (second edition), with essay by Alexandra Reynolds, published by Minster Gallery.
2017 Garden of Mystery: 700th anniversary. Exhibition catalogue. Essays by Mariam Neza, Taha Afshar, Joobin Bekhrad. Published in
association with Asia House.
Letting Light In. Essay by Alexandra Reynolds.
2015 Taha Afshar: Selected Works. Featuring following essays: Alexandra Reynolds. Reflection: Landscapes; James Bevan, Brushes
with Nature: from Early Influences to Recent Processes; Josh Bradwell, These are the Soul.
Swedish Landscapes, Taha Afshar, with essay by Alexandra Reynolds.
SELECTED PRESS
2018 Smith, Sandra. “Soulscapes”, Hampshire Life, September.
“Letting Light In”, Wall Street International, September.
Circle Quarterly Art Review, Featured Artist, Winter 2018.
Graham, Daniel. “Soulscapes and Success: The Extraordinary Art of Taha Afshar.”
Art Aesthetics.
SELECTED ARTISTS TALKS
2017 Panel discussion on The Garden of Mystery, 700th anniversary and the influence of Sufism in contemporary visual arts. Other
panelists: Dr Ladan Akbarnia, Curator, Islamic Collections, British Museum; Dr Sussan Babaie, Andrew W. Mellon Reader in the Arts of
Iran and Islam, The Courtauld Institute of Art.
2018 Talk and Q&A on Letting Light In solo exhibition. Minster Gallery, Winchester.
EDUCATION
London School of Economics and Political Science (LSE), MSc. (2005-6), and PhD. (2008-2012).
University College London (UCL), BSc., 2002 - 2005.
Winchester College, 1997- 2002.
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Special thanks to all participant artists
We want to do the right homage to all the artists that have participated in
this, and in the previous editions of the contest. All, without exception, have
shown not only commitment and quality but also an enthusiasm that only
the artists can have. Through their work they wanted to show their point of
view, proving that now art is more alive and ferment than ever.
A constant and significant job, each artist injects us his own ideas and his

special Thanks

techniques because of personal experiences. It ‘s a unique and important
source not only for us but especially for the culture which is always related
to the art. To all of them goes our recognition and our compliments, hoping
that to everyone will be given the right space and mode to demonstrate
their talent. A wish that we take very seriously and we’ll do what is necessary for this to happen.
Malamegi Lab Staff
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